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reaching out to people

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Dear Readers,

We are moving into the new financial year with Corporate Governance, India's Three Stage 
great expectations. The efforts and energy which Nuclear Program, Introduction to Commercial Terms, 
we had put up in the last year have helped us in the second part of Bank Guarantee and a creative on 
increasing the turnover of the company and to Vishu. We believe that all of you will enjoy this issue 
present superior results. Enthusiasm for new also. 
projects and products brings up a High 

The editorial board welcomes Shri. Sreekanth S and Performance Work Environment which guides us 
Shri. Hrishikesh Thampan M, new members to the to higher goals and achievements. The individual 
team. Their contribution will help in escalating the efforts of each one of us is interwoven significantly 
resourcefulness of our newsletter.with successful business outcomes. The status quo 

of the company has to be constantly challenged Make sure to share your valuable suggestions and 
and the enthusiasm as mentioned above will act as comments with us at 
a catalyst for company's success and vitality. 

The Editorial Board extends you all a happy and 
oThis issue of KELTRON 360  has articles related to prosperous VISHU !!

keltron360@gmail.com

Editorial Board

Smt. N T Indira Bai
CGM, Corporate Planning

Chairperson

Shri. B Bilu
DGM & Company Secretary Member

Shri. Dweepu Davis Thattil
Officer (Human Resources) 

Member

Shri. Ajith Aravindan
Senior  (Public Relations)Officer

Co-ordinator

Shri. Sreekanth S
Senior Engineer (SWG-ITBG)

Member

Shri.  
( )

Hrishikesh Thampan M
Officer Finance

Member



Dear Colleagues,

It gives me immense pleasure to record that from IT Sector in 2015-16, our company is 
our Company has achieved significant expected to further accelerate the 
improvement in the year 2015-16, momentum and has set plans to spread the 
compared to the previous year. With the business activities more aggressively on Pan 
healthy opening order position and India basis.
opportunities in sight, company is all set to We have to address the separation of 
reach yet another milestone in 2016-17. experienced personnel and new talents 
We have been focusing more on business have to be put in critical places for continuity 
opportunities outside the state and the and to carry on the operations. We must 
efforts have started seeing results. The face the challenges in upgrading our 
position in this direction is expected to manufacturing capabilities, improving cost 
improve further in the days to come. competitiveness, raising the brand 

awareness and brand value to much higher I would like to inform you that our 
levels and developing our human resources Company is closely watching the 
for sustainable growth.  opportunities emerging from the Make-In-

India policy of the Government of India I value the strategic guidance from the 
and we are working for tie up with foreign Board of Directors and the contribution of 
companies for manufacturing using our all employees and thank everyone for your 
facilities, particularly for defence products support and co-operation. There is lot more 
and systems. With orders now in hand and to be done to make our company strong 
new opportunities, our business from and financially sustainable. This will be 
defence sector is expected to do better in possible only through your continued 
2016-17. dedication and hard work.

The 3 MWp Solar Energy System for KSEB I am confident that with your commitment 
under commissioning has clearly and efforts our company will emerge as one 
established the company's technical and of the top State Public Sector Companies in 
project management expertise in the field 2016-17.
of Solar Energy Systems and has paved the 
way for getting qualified for undertaking 
Megawatt projects. The Company expects 
substantial growth in business from this 
sector. 

Having registered good growth in business 

With Best Regards

C. Prasannakumar
Managing Director

Message
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“Corporate Governance” is one of the buzz words in Corporate governance has been defined as "a system 

the corporate world, which denotes adoption of “best of law and sound approaches by which corporations 

practices” in company form of organization. are directed and controlled, focusing on the internal 

Corporate governance broadly refers to the and external corporate structures.”

mechanisms, processes and relations by which Nobel laureate Milton Friedman defined Corporate 
corporations are controlled and directed. Governance as “the conduct of business in 

Corporate governance essentially involves balancing accordance with shareholders' desires, which 

the interests of the many stakeholders in a company - generally is to make as much money as possible, while 

these include its shareholders, management, conforming to the basic rules of the society embodied 

customers, suppliers, financiers, government and the in law and local customs”.

community. “Corporate Governance is about promoting 

DEFINITIONS: corporate fairness, transparency and accountability” - 

James D. Wolfensohn (Ninth President World Bank)Now let us introduce you to a few of the acclaimed 

definitions for the term corporate governance:

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE -
FOR EXISTENCE & EXCELLENCE 

MOHAMMED BILAL & PARVATHY BHASKAR
CS Trainees, Corporate Legal & Secretarial Department
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5. Enhanced Enterprise valuation

6. Greater Accountability

7. Better Goodwill and Corporate Image

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE DEVELOPMENTS:

UNITED KINGDOM:

The development of Corporate Governance in UK was 

based on the recommendations of Report of 

Committee on The Financial Aspects on Corporate 

Governance, 1992 under the chairmanship of Sir 

Adrian Cadbury set up by the London Stock Exchange, 

the Financial Reporting Council and accounting 

professions to focus on the control and reporting 

functions of boards, and on the role of auditors. The 

Report introduced “The Code of Best Practice” for 

directors of the company. The Report recommended 

for the constitution of Audit Committee with a 

minimum of three non-executive members, majority 

of whom shall be independent directors.

In 2014, The UK Corporate Governance Code was 

developed. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 

With the introduction of Sarbanes – Oxley Act, 2002 in 

US, Corporate Governance practices have been 

fundamentally altered – auditor independence, 

“Corporate Governance is the application of best conflict of interests, financial disclosures, severe 

management practices, compliance of law in true penalties for willful default by managers and auditors 

letter and spirit and adherence to ethical standards in particular were introduced. The Dodd-Frank Wall 

for effective management and distribution of wealth Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, 2010 has 

and discharge of social responsibility for sustainable given an opportunity to shareholders to hold 

development of all stakeholders.” - The Institute of accountable, the executives of companies they own.

Company Secretaries of India (ICSI). SOUTH AFRICA:

NEED FOR CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: In 1992, former South African Supreme Court Judge, 

Kautilya's Arthashastra maintains that for good Mervyn King was asked to chair a private‐sector body 

governance, all administrators, including the king are to draft corporate governance guidelines. The body 

considered servants of the people. Good governance became known as the King Committee, and its first 

and stability are completely linked. If rulers are report, issued in 1994, was regarded by many as 

responsive, accountable, removable, recallable, ahead of its time in adopting an integrated and 

there is stability. If not, there is instability. These tenets inclusive approach to the business life of companies, 

hold good even today. embracing stakeholders other than shareholders. 

Three reports were issued in 1994 (King I), 2002 (King Knowing about the meaning of the term, now we shall 
II), and 2009 (King III). King principles of Corporate discuss the need for corporate governance, which are 
Governance are based on “apply or explain.”as follows:

INDIA:1. Better Corporate Performance

The initiatives taken by Government of India in 1991, 2. Enhanced Trust among investors

aimed at economic liberalization, privatization and 3. Better Access to capital market
globalisation of the domestic economy, led India to 4. Financing Opportunities from Banks
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initiate reform process in order to suitably respond to Corporate Governance in Companies Act 2013:

the developments taking place world over. On This article will not be complete, unless we highlight a 
account of the interest generated by Cadbury few of the corporate governance initiatives in the new 
Committee Report, the Confederation of Indian Companies Act of 2013, which are as follows:
Industry (CII), the Associated Chambers of 1. Appointment of Independent Directors in the Board 
Commerce and Industry (ASSOCHAM) and, the of a company;
Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) 2. Appointment of Women Directors
constituted Committees to recommend initiatives in 3.Appointment of Whole-Time Key Managerial 
Corporate Governance. Personnel (MD/CEO, CS & CFO)

Few of the initiatives are detailed below: 4. Performance Evaluation of the Directors and the 

BoardConfederation of Indian Industry (CII) - Desirable 

Corporate Governance: A Code (1997): 5. Enhanced disclosures about:

CII took a special initiative on Corporate      i) Managerial Remuneration

Governance, the first institution initiative in Indian      ii) Corporate Social Responsibility
Industry. The objective was to develop and promote a      iii) Risk Management
code for Corporate Governance to be adopted and      iv) Internal Control
followed by Indian companies, whether in the Private      v) Related Party Transactions
Sector, the Public Sector, Banks or Financial 

6. Secretarial Audit and importance for Secretarial 
Institutions, all of which are corporate entities. The 

Compliances
final draft of the said Code was widely circulated in 

7. Audit Rotation and Non-Audit Service restrictions
1997. In April 1998, the Code was released. It was 

8. Audit Committee and Vigil mechanism
called Desirable Corporate Governance Code.

9. Nomination and Remuneration Committee
Clause 49 of Listing Agreement: 10. Mandatory spending for CSR
The Govt. of India introduced a new Clause in the 

Elements of Corporate Governance: 
Standard Listing Agreement, exclusively for 

Let us we conclude this article by highlighting the Corporate Governance. The new Clause 49 (based 
elements of corporate governance:on the recommendation of Kumar Mangalam Birla 
1. AccountabilityCommittee Report) deals with Corporate Governance 
2. DisclosureNorms to be adopted by listed companies in India. 
3. TransparencyThe Clause 49 focuses on the following:

4. Social Responsibility1. Board composition

5. Auditors Independence2. Non-Executive Directors

3. Independent Directors Thus, Corporate Governance extends beyond 
4. Audit Committee corporate law. Its fundamental objective is not mere 

5. Shareholders Grievances Committee fulfillment of the requirements of law but ensuring 

commitment of the Board in managing the company 6. CEO & CFO certification 
in a transparent manner for maximizing stakeholder 7. Internal & Financial Controls
value. The real onus of achieving desired levels of 8. Management Discussion & Analysis Report
corporate governance lies with corporates themselves 9. Corporate Governance Report
and not in external measures.10. Corporate Governance Compliance 
Good governance is integral to the very existence of a Certification by Auditors / Practising Company 
company. It inspires and strengthens investor's Secretary 
confidence by ensuring company's commitment to higher 

Clause 49 was amended from time to time, especially 
growth and profits.

based on the recommendation of N R Narayana 

Murthy Committee in 2003. 
*Reference Source: ICSI CS Professional Study Material, Chartered Secretary 

Journal.
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India's Three Stage
Nuclear Program

nuclear power plants use the technique of nuclear ndia has a three stage nuclear program with an 
fission for generating power. Fig. 1 shows the aim to utilize the thorium reserves we have in 
schematic of nuclear fission and fusion processes. abundance. This was envisaged by the great I

scientist and founder of Indian nuclear establishment 

Dr. Homi J Bhabha. Before going to the details of our 

nuclear program let us understand some basic 

concepts of nuclear reaction and radiation.

1.0  IMPORTANT TERMS

1.1 NUCLEAR FISSION AND FUSION

Nuclear fission is the process in which the nucleus of 

an atom splits into smaller parts by neutron 

bombardment. On the other hand, nuclear fusion is a 

nuclear reaction in which two or more atomic nuclei 

come very close, collide at a very high speed and then 

join to form a new nucleus. Both these reactions 

accompany the release of energy. Utilization of this Fig. 1 (a) Nuclear fission in which the Uranium atom splits into 

Kripton and Barium on neutron bombardment (b) Nuclear fusion in process in a controlled manner is the basic principle 
which deuterium and tritium combine to form helium [1]

of a nuclear power plant. The present generation 

ADITHYAN S
Senior Engineer SPG, Keltron
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1.2 CHAIN REACTION fissile nuclide. Light water, heavy water and graphite 

are some of the moderators used in nuclear power A nuclear chain reaction is one in which the fission is 
plants. accompanied by release of neutrons which will 

enable further fission and thereby self-propagating a 2.0 NUCLEAR POWER GENERATION
series of such reactions. When an atom undergoes Nuclear power plants use the energy released in 
nuclear fission, a few neutrons are ejected from the nuclear fission to produce heat, which is then used in 
reaction. These free neutrons will then interact with steam turbines to produce electricity. According to 
the surrounding medium, and if more fissile fuel is International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), presently 
present, some may be absorbed and cause more there are 442 nuclear power plants in operation in 30 
fission. Thus, the cycle repeats to give a reaction that is countries. The total installed capacity is around      
self-sustaining. 385 GWe. 66 new plants are being constructed in 

1.3 FISSILE AND FERTILE different countries. Nuclear reactors usually rely on 

uranium to fuel the chain reaction. Uranium is a very Fissile material is one which is capable of sustaining a 
heavy metal that is abundant on Earth and is found in nuclear fission chain reaction with neutrons of any 
sea water as well as most rocks. Nuclear reactors are energy. Fertile material is a material that, although 
classified into many such as light water reactor, heavy not itself fissionable by low energy neutrons, can be 
water reactor and breeder reactor. converted into a fissile material by neutron absorption 

and subsequent nuclei conversions. Uranium – 235 2.1 LIGHT WATER REACTOR
and Plutonium – 239 are fissile while Uranium – 238 The light-water reactor (LWR) is one that uses normal 
and Thorium – 232 are fertile. water, as both its coolant and neutron moderator. They 

1.4 NUCLEAR RADIATION can be either pressurized water reactor (PWR) or 

boiling water reactor (BWR). In a PWR, the primary Radiation is energy travelling through space. This 
coolant (water) is pumped under high pressure to the includes electromagnetic (radio waves, light, x-rays 
reactor core where it is heated by the energy and gamma rays), particle (alpha, beta and neutron) 
generated by the fission of atoms. The heated water acoustic (ultrasound, sound and seismic) radiations.  
then flows to a steam generator where it transfers its Higher-energy radiations beyond ultraviolet radiation 
thermal energy to a secondary system where steam is are capable of damaging matter particularly living 
generated and flows to turbines which, in turn, spin an tissue by way of ionization and are thus called ionizing 
electric generator. In a BWR, the reactor core heats radiation.  Ionization occurs when an electron is 
water, which turns to steam and then drives a steam stripped (or "knocked out") from an electron shell of 
turbine. There is no secondary circuit in the plant. the atom, which leaves the atom with a net positive 

charge. Much ionizing radiation originates from 2.2 HEAVY WATER REACTOR
radioactive materials and space. A pressurized heavy-water reactor (PHWR) is a nuclear 

1.5 RADIOACTIVE DECAY reactor, commonly using natural uranium as its fuel 

and heavy water (deuterium oxide D2O) as its coolant Radioactive decay, also known radioactivity, is the 
and moderator. The heavy water coolant is kept under process by which the nucleus of an unstable atom 
pressure, allowing it to be heated to higher loses energy by emitting radiation, including alpha 
temperatures without boiling. particles, beta particles, gamma rays and conversion 

electrons. A material that spontaneously emits such 2.3 BREEDER REACTOR
radiation is considered radioactive. A breeder reactor is a nuclear reactor that generates 

1.6 MODERATOR more fissile material than it consumes. They convert 

fertile material such as uranium-238 or thorium-232 In nuclear engineering, a neutron moderator is a 
to fissile material. Depending on the neutron energy medium that reduces the speed of fast neutrons, 
they can be fast breeder reactors (fission occurs with thereby turning them into thermal neutrons (low 
the help of high energy neutrons) and thermal breeder energy neutrons) capable of sustaining a nuclear 
reactors (working with low energy neutrons). As on chain reaction involving uranium-235 or a similar 
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date large-scale breeder reactors are liquid metal fast 

breeder reactors (LMFBR) cooled by liquid sodium, 

which are of  two designs:

1. Loop type, in which the primary coolant is 

circulated through primary heat exchangers 

outside the reactor tank

2. Pool type, in which the primary heat exchangers 

and pumps are immersed in the reactor tank.

Fig. 2 shows the schematic of various types of nuclear 

reactors. Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor

3.0 INDIA'S NUCLEAR PROGRAM

India has a well planned nuclear program which 

envisages the efficient utilization of its natural 

resources. Department of Atomic Energy is engaged 

in the development of nuclear power technology, 

applications of radiation technologies in the fields of 

agriculture, medicine, industry and basic research. 

The department has five research centers, three 

industrial organizations, five public sector 

undertakings and three service organizations. The 
Pressurized Water Reactor

department offices are spread over the entire country. 

Fig. 3 shows India's Three Stage Nuclear Program.

Boling Water Reactor

Fig. 3 India's Three Stage Nuclear Program

3.1 FIRST STAGE – PRESSURIZED HEAVY WATER 

REACTORS (PHWRs)

India's first stage of Nuclear Program is based on the 

PHWR Technology. It has several advantages such as:

• Optimum utilization of the limited uranium 

resources

•   Higher Plutonium yield, for the second stage fuel

•   Availability of Indigenous Technology
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor
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• Make sure you keep your body hydrated by taking 
lot of fluids. Water is the best agent to keep 
hydrated and make sure you have minimum 10 
glasses of water per day. Take into consideration 
the amount of fluids lost as perspiration and have 
more fluids if required. 

• Schedule all your outdoor activities during the early 
part of the day or evening.

• Try to wear loose and light clothes. Dark coloured 
clothes absorb more heat. Hence it is better to wear 
light coloured ones. When going outside, it is 
advisable to wear dress which fully covers the body. 

• Include a lot of fresh fruits and vegetables in the 
diet. Try to replace the snacks with these fruits and 
salads. Watermelon and Cucumber can be easily 
added to the diet which helps the body to have a 
cooling effect. 

PHWRs use natural uranium oxide as fuel and heavy display the thermal breeder reactor capabilities of the 

water as coolant and moderator. Natural uranium country.

has 0.7% uranium – 235 which is fissile and 4.0 SUMMARY
remaining 99.3% uranium – 238 which is fertile. 

The country envisages building a nuclear powered 
During power production uranium – 238 is converted 

future for India with target of 63GWe by 2032 from 
into plutonium – 239 by neutron absorption which is 

the present 5 GWe. This is planned through a 
to be used in second stage fast breeder reactors. The 

combination of in-house heavy water, fast breeder 
most significant features of the PHWR design is 

reactor combinations as well as through international 
multiple pressure tube configuration instead of a 

collaborations in setting up pressurized water 
large pressure vessel. This allows for online refueling 

reactors. The department aims to provide at least 25 % 
of the plant without reactor shutdown. The first two 

of total energy requirement of the country by 2050.
reactors (1x100 MWe & 1x200 MWe) were built at 

Rawatbhata near Kota in Rajasthan with the 

Canadian collaboration and became operational in SOURCES
the year 1973 and 1981. Two units located at 1. Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/

Kalpakkam near Chennai built later were of the same 2. Department of Atomic Energy, 

design but using indigenous technology and were     http://www.dae.nic.in

3. Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, dedicated to the nation in the year 1984 and 1986. 
http://www.barc.gov.in/Subsequently 220 MWe plants have come up in 

4. Nuclear Power Corporation of India Ltd., Narora, Kakrapar and Kaiga. The capacity of plants 
http://www.npcil.nic.in/were increased by design modifications and two 540 

5. International Atomic Energy Agency, MWe PHWRs were setup in Tarapur. Current focus is 
https://www.iaea.org/

on the establishment of 700 MWe PHWRs at Rajastan 
6. World Nuclear Association, 

and Kakrapar. 
    http://www.world-nuclear.org/

3.2 SECOND STAGE – FAST BREEDER REACTORS 

(FBRS)

In the second stage we envisage to develop fast 

breeder reactors which utilize plutonium – 239 from 

the first stage PHWRs. A blanket of Thorium – 232 will 

be provided surrounding the reactor core which will 

produce uranium – 233 by neutron capture during 

power production. The technology was demonstrated 

by constructing a 40 MWe Fast Breeder Test Reactor 

(FBTR) at Kalpakkam. Presently Prototype Fast 

Breeder Reactor (PFBR) having a capacity of 540 MWe 

is under construction in Kalpakkam which will 

demonstrate the commercial viability of fast reactors 

in the country.

3.3 THIRD STAGE – THERMAL BREEDER REACTORS

The third phase of India's Nuclear Power Generation 

program is thermal breeder reactors using Uranium – 

233 fuel. India's vast thorium deposits permit design 

and operation of Uranium – 233 fuelled breeder 

reactors. These reactors will also have Thorium – 232 

blanket which will help in sustaining the long term fuel 

requirement and power production. India is planning 

to setup Advanced Heavy Water Reactor (AHWR) to 
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Keltron - In Focus 

Visit by Team KELTRON lead by CGM (Corporate Planning)
Smt. Indira Bai N.T to FABLAB,Technopark Campus on Feb 6, 2016

A view of the ongoing work site at Banasura Sagar dam,
Padinjarathara, Kerala, where 400KWp  solar system is

being implemented by KELTRON for KSEB Ltd. 

Republic Day Celebration At KELTRON -
Managing Director Sri C Prasannakumar

hoisting the National Flag



HRISHIKESH THAMPAN M
Finance Officer, Corporate Office

he readers might well recollect the topic huge pool of FDs with our bank (saved for a rainy day). 

covered in the previous part where we Say ,we have with our bank number of FDs the Tdiscussed the credit arrangement (i.e Non- combined value of which  totaled to Rs.8 Crores. We 

Monetary Credit Limit or NMCL) made with bank in bagged another huge contract and this time we have 

order to open a bank guarantee. In the previous part to open a BG for Rs.6 crores. The NMCL allowed 

we understood the mechanism of opening a BG in earlier to KELTRON was Rs.20 crores. We have 

favour of XYZ Company Ltd. There we saw that after already exhausted the NMCL . With this in mind ,we 

we arranged the BG of Rs.50 lakhs, our NMCL with approach the bank with the request to open a BG for 

bank  was reduced to Rs.25 lakhs. Rs.6 crores. The bank strictly  adhere to certain RBI 

regulation and guidelines when it comes to extending ISSUES IN BANK GUARANTEE
credit arrangement to customer and they cannot 

In this topic let us examine a situation where we have enhance the NMCL to accommodate our need. The 
fully exhausted the NMCL and we need to open a bank can open the  BG of Rs.6 Crores  against the FDs 
fresh BG urgently. The bank provides another which we have with  them. Here the bank will attach a 
mechanism /arrangement  whereby BGs can be lien on the  Fixed Deposit to the extent of value of BG.
opened on the strength of value of applicant's  Fixed 

Now there is a catch in this credit arrangement .The Deposits (FDs) with them.
reader might well recollect once again the concept of 

Let us understand through an illustration. Imagine, Margin money discussed in previous part. There we 
KELTRON over years has accumulated and built a 

Part 2

BANK GUARANTEE
FOR DUMMIES

BANK GUARANTEE
FOR DUMMIES

BANK GUARANTEE
FOR DUMMIES

BANK GUARANTEE
FOR DUMMIES
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mentioned something about a 15% margin and also Management. The Management will demand answer. 

the possibility of negotiation with bank to lower the Finally the heat will fall on the respective business unit 

margin . In the present case the margin is 100% which for whom the BG was arranged.

means in order to obtain a BG for Rs.6 crores, we It is inferred from the BG agreement that if the BG is 
need to show up with exactly Rs.6 crores . This is not invoked within the invocation period i.e the specific 
because once the customer has fully exhausted their date, there do not seem to be any valid reason for the 
NMCL , the only recourse of bank, in the event of an bank to retain margin money after the invocation 
invocation of BG, is to rely on the collateral with them. period. But the Article 112 of the Schedule of 
Here, the collateral is the FDs with the  bank. Limitation Act, 1963, states that the period for 
However, there is a small solace to customer. Since the invoking the bank guarantee is 30 years 
customer has agreed to open BG at 100 % margin (http://ecourts.gov.in) if the beneficiary is a 
and obviously zero risk for bank, they will waive 75% government department. It is owing to this clause in 
of the commission. This means that  though  the the Limitation Act that most banks are apprehensive to 
current rate of BG commission is 2.20 % p.a, the cancel a BG issued to Govt. departments even though 
effective rate for customer  is 0.55% i.e.25% of 2.20 % the validity as stated in the agreement has expired. To 
p.a. sum up , the bank should obtain the bank guarantee 

So far so good, let's escalate the topic to a more duly cancelled by the beneficiary or a certificate from 

spirited discussion. the beneficiary that there is no claim under the 

guarantee. If the guarantee, duly cancelled or Have the readers then doubted
certificate is not obtained from the beneficiary, the 

1. What could go wrong with such an organized bank should retain the collateral of the applicant of 
mechanism and operation of BG? BG or cash margin till the expiry of the limitation 

2. What could upset the Management over matters period under the Limitation Act,1963. 

related to BG? Conclusion

To illustrate the points raised, say few of the Let us windup the topic after knowing few matters 

beneficiaries of KELTRON are Central/State Govt. involved in the event of invocation of BG by the 

Departments. We have opened high value BGs in beneficiary within the validity period. As mentioned in 

favour of them. The validity of those BGs expired in the previous part, the banks are legally bound to 

September 2015 and we have completed the contract honour the BG. Once the bank receive a 

undertaken before the expiry of validity period. We communication for invocation of BG from the 

are in April 2016  and the beneficiary has not yet beneficiary either by fax or letter, the bank has to 

returned the  BGs. The reasons to withhold the BGs immediately make arrangement to transfer the 

are better known to the beneficiary only and let's not amount of BG  from the applicant's bank account to 

delve into that matter here. the bank account of beneficiary before the end of 

closing business hours. Most banks handle invocation Say, we expect huge business the year ahead and the 
with great caution because they have to walk a thin requirement for BG is certain and definite. The bank 
line between their client and the beneficiary. Though won't restore our NMCL limit unless the expired BGs 
not required, in actual practice the bank does inform are returned to them. Take another instance  where 
their client/applicant about the invocation and allow we have opened the BG against the lien on the  Fixed 
them some grace time to resolve the issue amicably.Deposit. Though we still earn nominal  interest on the 

FD, it is locked until the BG is returned. We might lose On a lighter note it is very important to maintain a 

a profitable contract because we could not show up cordial relation with the beneficiary as well as the 

with the BG of required value if our resources are banker in the best interest of business. The author 

choked. This is the reason why the management got believe that this topic has, in short, highlighted the 

upset. banking arrangement involved to open a BG and the 

need to release the BG on the expiry of validity period. Every month a list of expired BGs till date which are 

The author will be happy to clarify any doubts raised by not returned by beneficiary is submitted to the 
readers regarding the topic .
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• KELTRON has signed an agreement with • Order valued Rs 3.62 Crs. from Kerala State IT 
Odisha Knowledge Corporation Ltd. for Mission for the supply of PC and Printer for e-
implementing ICT proiect in 2000 Govt. and District implementation project. 
Govt. aided Schools in lhe State of Odisha on 

• Order for WiFi Campus Networking from 
BOOT model for five years. The Project involves 

Davengere Univers i ty,  Karnataka for              
supply, installation, commissioning of hardware 

Rs. 3.50 Crs. and from Sanskrit University, Kerala 
and software, deployment of lT trainers in 

for Rs. 3.81 Crs. 
Schools and maintenace. The value of the 
Proiect is Rs.330 Crs. • KELTRON has received order for the supply 

and installation of Networking & ICT Hardware 
• KELTRON has bagged an order worth Rs 2.30 

in Directorate and Colleges under Director of 
Crs. from Uttar Pradesh Electronics Corporation 

Collegiate Education for Rs. 8.71 Crs.
Ltd., for the development and deployment of 
Aviation Software at Civil Aviation Directorate, • Bagged order worth Rs 9.13 Crs. for the 
Uttar Pradesh. The order will be executed by IT Implementation of Smart Class, Base Band 
Business Group of Keltron. Equipment and Digital Content for IT@ School 

project.
• Special Products Group of KELTRON has 
received an order worth Rs. 5.38 Crs. from • Upgradation of Secretariat Wide-Area-
Indian Navy for the manufacture and supply of Network (SecWAN) Phase -2, worth               
four sets of Re Transmission Units for Indian Rs. 2.40 Crs., which is the largest Campus-Area-
Naval Ships. Network of Government of Kerala, consisting of 

more than 250 network equipments and 4000 
• KELTRON has bagged an order worth Rs 2 Crs. 

network nodes inter-networked using optical 
from Latur Municipal Corporation, Maharashtra 

fiber and copper cables.
for the supply and installation of CCTV 
Surveillance, PA system and GPS vehicle tracking • Order worth Rs. 3.16 Crs. received from 
& monitoring. The order will be executed by National Institute of Speech & Hearing, for the 
Keltron, Mumbai Office. Supply & installation of Audio & Video 

Equipments, Networking & IP Camera at their 
• Security Surviellance Group of KELTRON has 

campus in Thiruvananthapuram.
bagged orders worth Rs 2.49 Crs. from Weapon 
Equipment Depot, Visakhapatnam for the supply • KELTRON Monvila Unit has bagged order for 
of 4450 XBT Probes and Rs 3.08 Crs. from Boat Tracking system for Tourism Department 
Weapon Equipment Depot, Mumbai for the worth Rs 1.6 Crs. and AMC from MVD for 
supply of 5502 XBT Probes. Cherthala Mannuthy stretch worth Rs 1.03 Crs.

MAJOR ORDERS
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The origin of trade can be traced back to the days of As time moved on, complexity of requirements 

ancient civilizations. When one person could not increased and pieces of valuable metals came into 

produce all goods/services required by him and when picture as an item which could be exchanged for 

different people specialized in different products and obtaining various goods.  These were easier to carry 

services, there was a need among people for the and exchange.  From this developed the concept of 

exchange of goods and services.  In the earlier days, money. Coins and later on currency notes entered the 

this was done through what is known as 'barter world of trade and each item or product had a “price” 

system' where people exchanged goods or services at which it could be bought or sold.

they possessed to obtain other goods or services they With the advent of vehicles and commencement of 
required. To site an example, if A had stocks of voyages, which brought people from different parts of 
coconuts and a need for mangoes and B had stock of the world in contact with each other, international 
mangoes and needed coconuts, they arrived at a trade came into being. International Trade is the 
consensus to exchange 'x' numbers of coconuts with 'y' exchange of goods and services between countries.  
numbers of mangoes and a trade in the simplest form Trading globally gave people the opportunity to get 
had taken place when they exchanged the items. goods and services which are not available in their 

Commercial Terms -
An Introduction

N.T. INDIRA BAI
CGM, (CORPORATE PLANNING) 
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countries.  As international trade increased, several 1. Terms for any mode/modes of transport

means of buying and selling also developed and the 2. Terms for sea and inland waterway transport
role of banks, insurance companies and transporting Category 1 consists of seven terms of delivery:  They 
agencies also grew. Goods were transported by road, are:
rail, sea and air. This led to different types of i)  EXW : Ex works
commercial terms which the buyer and seller can ii)  FCA : Free Carrier
choose from, when a transaction is finalized. The 

iii) CPT : Carriage Paid To
wide variety of terms also led to confusion regarding 

iv) CIP : Carriage and Insurance Paid to
the costs to be met when goods move across 

v) DAT : Delivered At Terminalinternational borders, the responsibility of the buyer 
vi) DAP : Delivered At Placeand seller regarding the nature of goods and 
vii) DDP : Delivered Duty Paidmovement of consignment and the point at which 

risks are transferred from one party to the other. The use of all these terms should include a specified 

port or terminal or destination along with the three INCOTERMS:
letter abbreviation.

The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) in the 
Category 2 consists of four terms:

year 1936 introduced a set of rules which indicated 
i) FAS :Free Alongside Shipthe responsibility of the sellers and buyers for the 
ii) FOB :Free on Boarddifferent modes of delivery, transfer of risk and costs 
iii) CFR :Cost and Freight toinvolved. These INternational COmmercial TERMS 
iv) CIF :Cost, Insurance and Freight towere in short called INCOTERMS (which is a 

registered trade mark of ICC).  The INCOTERMS are In this case, the first two terms should include the 
updated periodically when a major shift in the existing named port of shipment and the last two should 
commercial practices necessitates an amendment in include the named port of destination suffixed to the 
any of the major terms currently existing.  The latest three letter abbreviation.
version is Incoterm 2010 which is effective from 

INCOTERMS also have a grouping as follows:January 2011.
Group E - EXW

INCOTERMS are terms incorporated in a sales 
Group F - FCA, FAS, FOB

contract and is not a contract in itself.  It helps in 
Group C - CFR, CPT, CIP, CIF

specifying the obligations of the parties to the contract 
Group D - DAT, DAP, DDPin terms of the allocation of cost of shipping, risk 

sharing in the movement of goods and the point at The letter F indicates that the seller must deliver the 

which risk transfer take place from the seller to the goods to the designated transporter/carrier Free of 

buyer.  It is to be clearly understood that INCOTERMS risk and expense to the buyer.  The letter C denotes 

are not law and has to be incorporated in that the seller bears certain Costs even after reaching 

sales/purchase contracts, for them to be applicable.  the point of transfer of risk.  The letter D shows that the 

This is usually done by indicating the applicable goods must arrive at the designated Destination for 

version of INCOTERMS in the sales offers or purchase the sale to happen.  It is also known as 'Sale on 

orders.  INCOTERMS deal only with a very limited Arrival'.  

part of the whole contract and areas which are Brief explanations of the individual terms are:
beyond the scope of INCOTERMS must be separately 

i ) EXW – Ex Worksincorporated in the sales/purchase contracts.
The seller has only minimum obligation ie. to place the 

INCOTERMS  2010:
goods at the disposal of the buyer with correct 

INCOTERMS 2010 has two major categories and 11 packing, marking and labeling.  All other tasks of 
terms of delivery, which are denoted by three letter clearances, carriage and insurance are to be 
abbreviations.  The major categories, which help the undertaken by the buyer.
users to identify the correct terms applicable for their 

ii) FCA – Free Carrier (Place)transactions are:
The seller will deliver the goods, cleared for export, to 
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the carrier nominated by the buyer at the named unloaded from the arriving means of transport and 

place. Transportation charges from the sellers are placed at the disposal of the buyer at a named 

premise to the transporters warehouse or office at the terminal at a named port or place of destination.  

named place is borne by the seller. Terminal, in this case, would mean any place, whether 

covered or not, such as warehouse, container yard or iii) FAS – Free Alongside Ship (Port of Shipment)
road, rail or air cargo terminal.  The seller bears all 

The seller will clear the goods for export and deliver 
the risks involved in bringing the goods to and 

the goods alongside the ship at the designated port of 
unloading them at the terminal of destination.

shipment.  All costs and risks from this point shall be 
x) DAP – Delivered at Place (Place of Destination)borne by the buyer.  This term is applicable only for 

sea transport. This means that the seller delivers when the goods are 

placed at the disposal of the buyer on the arriving iv) FOB – Free on Board (Port of Shipment)
mode of transport ready for unloading, at the named 

The seller is responsible to the point where the goods 
place of destination. The seller bears all the risks 

pass the ship's rail at the named port of shipment.  
involved in bringing the goods to the designated place 

Further costs and risks rest with the buyer.  This is also 
named place.  This can be used in connection with any 

used for sea transport only.
mode of transport or where different modes of 

v) CFR – Cost & Freight (Port of Destination) transport are used.  
Here also the seller is considered to have delivered 

The difference between DAT and DAP is that under 
the goods when it passes the ship's rail in the port of 

DAT the delivery place must be a terminal but under 
shipment.  However, seller must pay the costs and 

DAP terms it could be any place, which is further deep 
freight necessary to bring the goods to the designated 

in the arriving country. However, under DAT unloading 
destination port.  Any risk due to loss or damage or 

at the terminal is in the supplier's scope whereas in 
any additional costs incurred after delivery is effected 

DAP unloading, from the arriving means of 
are to be borne by the buyer. Seller has to intimate 

conveyance at the named place of destination, is the 
details to buyer for arranging insurance coverage.  

responsibility of the buyer.
This term also is used only for sea transport.

xi) DDP – Delivery Duty Paid (Port of Destination)
vi) CIF – Cost, Insurance and Freight (Port of 

This term places maximum responsibility on the seller 
Destination)

but cannot be used if the seller cannot obtain an 
This is same as C&F except that the seller has to incur 

import license either directly or indirectly. This is 
the cost of arranging marine insurance also, to cover 

almost similar to DAP term but the seller will also bear 
the buyer risk of loss / damage during transit.

the cost and risk of carrying out custom formalities 
vii) CPT – Carriage Paid To (Port of Destination) including payment of duties, taxes and customs fees.

The seller delivers the goods to the transporter From the above we can see that Ex-works is the most 
nominated and in addition pays the cost of advantageous term for a seller, but least preferred if 
transportation needed to bring the goods to the you are a buyer. Similarly DAP (or DDP if it is possible) 
specified destination.  All costs incurred after the will be the best suited option for a buyer but most costly 
goods have been delivered will be the responsibility of one if you are a seller.
the buyer. This term can be used irrespective of the 

In short, INCOTERMS form a very key element in any mode of transport and can include multiple modes of 
international contract of sale.  They indicate the transport also.
actions required with respect to the movement of 

viii) CIP – Carriage and Insurance Paid to (Place of goods from seller to buyer and explain how the risks 
Destination) and costs are divided between the parties. 
This works in the same way as CPT except that the 

This article is only a general and brief outline of seller bears the cost of insuring the goods also.
INCOTERMS 2010. For practical use, the readers may 

ix) DAT – Delivered at Terminal (Terminal of refer to the ICC guide to INCOTERMS 2010, a 
Destination) document above 200 pages, which covers the various 
In this case, the seller delivers when goods are aspects in detail.
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e  e  e  
l£Ù¤¨h¡j¤ l¢n¤´¡k«, fÜ¤h¢±Y¡a¢J©q¡¨T¡¸« c¡¶¢v J¥T¡u, 
fp¤ltX¹q¡k¤¾ d¥´w Jlki¢v Hj¤h¢µ¢j¤¼¤ 
d¥l¢¶¤ ±dJ¦Y¢¨i o¤zj¢i¡´¤« Jq¢dsi¡c¤¾ J¡k«, 
loÉJ¡k« F¼¡©k¡ C¼¢Y® 
hºc¢s·¢u ArJ¤h¡i® ©lwV® T¥t d¡©´Q¤Jw Yu J¡k« !!   
JX¢¨´¡¼Jw l¢j¢i¤¼ 
Bczh¡« ¨d¡uJX¢´¡k«, F¼¡k¤« ©Jjq·¢c¢Y® Y¢j¨ºT¤¸¤J¡k«, 
¨J¡T¤«O¥T¢c¡v o¥j¬¨c c½w ±do«Ll¤« ©d¡o®×s¤« ¨Y¡r¤¨¨Jà¤h¡i¢ 
md¢´¤¨¼¡j¤ J¡k« !! AX¢Jq¢v B©lm©hs¤« J¡k«, 

©l¡¶th¡t j¡Q¡l¡J¤¨¼¡j¤ J¡k«, 
J¤¶¢Jw´¢Y® ©lcklb¢´¡k«, F¼¡©k¡
dj£È Hr¢º® Cª J¡k« ¨ls¤« “Yv´¡k«” !!
dsØ¢k¤« lr¢l´¢k¤h¡i¢ 
J¥¶¤J¥T¢ Jq¢O¢j¢Jq¤h¡i¢ l¢n¤´X¢¨i¡j¤´¡u ©cjh¢¿¡ J¡k«, 
fpq¹q¤Ù¡´¢ cT©´Ù J¡k«, H¡x¨¨kc¢v 
F¼¡©k¡ 'p¡¸¢ l¢n¤' ©cj¤¼ J¡k«,
C¼¢Y® ©lcklb¢ Jë¡o¤Jw Yu J¡k« !! ¨¨Jc£¶« cvJ¢i A¸¤¸©c¡¨T¡¸« 

¨ove¢¨iT¤·® ©eo®f¤´¢k¢T¡« 
i¡±YJq¤¨T J¡k«, ~ #e£k¢«L® p¡¸¢ @ e l¢n¤´¡k« !!
DËl¹q¤« ©hqJq¤h¡i¢ 

AQ¢·® Ajl¢zu
o£c¢it d¢.Bt.H
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